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About This Content

NEW HOLLAND PACK

Extend your gaming experience with the new official extension for Farming Simulator 15!
This DLC contains new equipment from New Holland. Maximize your efficiency with a new forage harvester and various

headers that will help you take care of your fields!

Once downloaded, the additional content will be available in the in-game shop. Be sure to have sufficient in-game funds to buy
the machinery.

The DLC contains the following equipment:

New Holland FR850 Forage Harvester

New Holland SFI 900 Header

Kemper 390 plus Header

New Holland 300FP Pickup Header

New Holland 600FDR Full crop header
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This DLC is compatible with the Windows and Mac OS X versions of Farming Simulator 15 (version 1.2.1 or more)
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Laba manta!. I must admit it, I am a real New Holland fan and I can confirm you that this is DEFINITELY not a reskin of the
Krone Big X but a brand new model added in the game and it is cheaper too.

Headers are a bit smaller, you will loose 1.5m roughly speaking, so, this isn't a real issue.. This Dlc is worth the money. But in
game its a pricy machine, so make shure you save up for it.. It is Not showing up in the Shop.. What I paid for... The New
Holland Pack... It says it's Installed.. But Not Showing up in the Game... Basically you get 1 machine and a couple of headers

not sure if it is worth full price, but if its discounted then maybe consider it
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The DLC does not show up and i cant use the new vehicles. THAT NEW VEHICLES
. WARNING: This DLC is basically just a reskin of the Krone stuff already in game. It looks great and handles fine, but don't
think it's adding anything new to the game. In fact, two of the headers are actually 9m in working width, while the Krone is
10.5m.. What exactly does this do that the Krone couldn't? And I had to "pay" for this? I mean, I didn't "have" to buy it, but just
the idea that they are selling what is effectively a reskinned machine, is sad.

It's well made and runs well, but why is Giants trying to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665exploit us with DLCs?. play
this if you like farming, if you hate it, yea... no...
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